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“AS INDUSTRIOUS AS A GERMAN AND AS LIGHT-MINDED AS A POLE”
(CONCEPTS OF RUSSIAN COMMON CONSCIOUSNESS  




ABSTRACT. The object of the paper is a comparison of two concepts of Russian common 
consciousness: “Germans” and “Poles”. To this effect the combinative power of Russian words 
German and Pole according to electronic Russian National Corpus (http://www. ruscorpora.ru/) 
was analyzed. The use of these words in such constructions as “As + qualitative adjective + as  
a German / Pole” (as careful as a German; as courteous as a Pole, etc.); “German / Pole  
+ adjectival noun” (a German pedantry; a Polish sweetness, etc.); “Qualitative adjective + Germans 
/ Poles” (punctual Germans; coquettish Polish women, etc.) demonstrates ethno cultural stereotypes, 
typical for Russian ordinary consciousness. These stereotypes should be taken into account in the 
process of intercultural communication. 
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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